FISH PASSAGE MITIGATION BANKING
Investing in Habitat for Native Migratory Fish in Oregon
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Creating incentives to remove priority barriers to fish
passage could go a long way to improving conditions
for native migratory fish in Oregon. Working with staff at
Oregon’s Department of Fish and Wildlife and Department
of Transportation, Willamette Partnership and The Nature
Conservancy have built a package of tools to support a pilot
fish passage mitigation banking program in Oregon’s North
Coast that could do just that.

FISH PASSAGE IN OREGON

Bonneville Dam Fish Ladder. Photo /
Leise Wease

Oregon’s Fish Passage Statute requires that for a given project, fish
passage must be addressed wherever fish are currently or were
historically present. Under their Habitat Mitigation Policy and Fish
Passage Rules, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) also
has authority to allow for mitigation (i.e. alternatives to providing fish
passage at an artificial obstruction) if it results in a net benefit to native
migratory fish.

PILOTING A MITIGATION BANKING APPROACH
The North Coast Fish Passage Project is piloting the use of a mitigation
banking model to evaluate its effectiveness for improving restoration
of habitat for native migratory fish. Ideally, the approach shifts the
current net benefit analysis from a case-by-case determination of
whether a single mitigation project is adequate or sufficient to offset
impacts from a single site to a system whereby impacts to habitat
are debited in limited amounts from fish passage mitigation banks
- locations where high priority barriers are removed and significant
benefits for native migratory fish are created.

QUANTIFYING FISH PASSAGE CREDITS
Location of pilot fish passage
mitigation bank. Map / Polly Gibson

The amount of native migratory fish habitat impacted by a project
or created at a bank site is defined in terms of credits or debits –
units of fish habitat quality and quantity as measured by a habitat
quantification tool. Use of this “currency” allows a more quantified,
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NET BENEFIT ANALYSIS TOOL
Willamette Partnership and
The Nature Conservancy have
developed a Net Benefit Analysis
Tool that combines site and
watershed scale information
to calculate an index of habitat
quality for native migratory fish.
That measure is combined with
the quantity of newly accessible
habitat to calculate the benefits
(or credits) generated by a barrier
improvement or removal.

objective and standardized comparison between an impact and
mitigation site and provides ODFW, waiver applicants, and other
stakeholders with a more predictable and transparent process to
evaluate whether mitigation is appropriate, adequate, and sustainable in
terms of meeting conservation goals for native migratory fish habitat in
Oregon.

OREGON’S FIRST FISH PASSAGE BANK
As part of the pilot, Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has
created Oregon’s first fish passage mitigation bank – removal of a high
priority barrier on the East Fork of the South Fork of the Trask River
in August 2016 that opened up 23 miles of stream habitat for native
migratory fish. In exchange, ODOT can waive provision of fish passage on
culvert repair projects in limited amounts of low quality habitat creating a
net benefit for salmon and other fish species.

FISH PASSAGE MITIGATION
BANKING CAN HELP TO:
• Provide greater net benefits
for native migratory fish than
providing passage at a waiver
site.
• Streamline the waiver process
for fish passage banking and
make approval transparent and
defensible.
• Target and invest limited
resources in reopening access
to high quality habitat for native
migratory fish.

Dam removal and restoration on the East Fork of the South Fork of the Trask
River in northwestern Oregon. Photos courtesy of ODFW

WHAT’S NEXT?
At the end of the pilot phase (2015-2018), ODFW will be evaluating
its success and lessons learned to potentially develop a statewide
mitigation banking program for the state of Oregon.
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